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Abstract. The orientation morphism O~r(·)(P) : γ 7→ P˙ associates differential-polynomial flows
P˙ = Q(P) on spaces of bi-vectors P on finite-dimensional affine manifolds Nd with (sums of)
finite unoriented graphs γ with ordered sets of edges and without multiple edges and one-cycles.
It is known that d-cocycles γ ∈ ker d with respect to the vertex-expanding differential d = [•−−•, ·]
are mapped by O~r to Poisson cocycles Q(P) ∈ ker [[P , ·]], that is, to infinitesimal symmetries of
Poisson bi-vectors P . The formula of orientation morphism O~r was expressed in terms of the edge
orderings as well as parity-odd and parity-even derivations on the odd cotangent bundle ΠT ∗Nd
over any d-dimensional affine real Poisson manifold Nd. We express this formula in terms of
(un)oriented graphs themselves, i.e. without explicit reference to supermathematics on ΠT ∗Nd.
Introduction. A differential graded Lie algebra structure on the vector space of un-
oriented graphs with ordered sets of parity-odd edges was introduced by Kontsevich
in [14, 15]. The vertex-expanding differential d = [•−•, ·] is the adjoint action by the
edge •−•, which itself satisfies the master equation [•−•, •−•] = (const 6= 0) · 0 ∈ Graph
complex. Examples of d-cocycles are discussed in [16, 22] or [9]. Properties of the un-
oriented graph complex and its relation to the Grothendieck–Teichmu¨ller group were
explored by Willwacher (see [21]).
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2 A. V. KISELEV AND R. BURING
The language of graphs allows encoding (poly)differential operators on affine manifolds
(let us consider Rd for simplicity), as well as encoding graded-symmetric endomorphisms
π ∈ End
(
Tpoly(R
d)
)
on the spaces of totally skew-symmetric multivector fields on Rd.
For example, a Poisson bivector P on Rd is represented by the wedge
∧
with Left <
Right edge ordering, whereas the Schouten bracket is an endomorphism:
πS(F,G) = O~r
(1
•−−
2
•
)
(F⊗G) = 12!
( ~∂
∂ξ
∣∣∣
1
⊗
~∂
∂x
∣∣∣
2
+
~∂
∂ξ
∣∣∣
2
⊗
~∂
∂x
∣∣∣
1
)(
F
∣∣
1
·G
∣∣
2
+F
∣∣
2
·G
∣∣
1
)
=
=
~∂
∂ξ
(F )·
~∂
∂x
(G)+(−)|F |
~∂
∂x
(F )·
~∂
∂ξ
(G) = (−)|F |−1
{
(F )
~∂
∂ξ
·
~∂
∂x
(G)−(F )
~∂
∂x
·
~∂
∂ξ
(G)
}
=
= (−)|F |−1[[F,G]] = (−)|F |−1
{
F −−−−→ G − F ←−−−− G
}
,
for any homogeneous multivectors F and G. It is readily seen from the definition that
the endomorphism πS is graded-symmetric,
πS(F,G) = (−)
|F |·|G|πS(G,F ),
and the usual variant of the Schouten bracket is shifted-graded skew-symmetric,
[[F,G]] = −(−)(|F |−1)·(|G|−1)[[G,F ]].
This language of oriented graphs is used in Kontsevich’s solution of the problem of defor-
mation quantisation on finite-dimensional Poisson manifolds (see [16, 18] and [4, 6, 7]). It
provides also the construction of universal –with respect to all affine Poisson manifolds –
infinitesimal symmetries P˙ = Q(P) of classical Poisson structures (see [16, 19] and [2]).
The orientation morphism O~r associates Poisson cocycles Q(P) ∈ ker[[P , ·]] with
[•−•, ·]-cocycles in the unoriented graph complex. The algebraic formula of O~r was given
in [16]; its constructions was discussed in more detail by Jost in [12], by Willwacher
in [21], and by the authors in a recent paper [5] (cf. [8]). This morphism is a tool which
produces symmetries of Poisson brackets. If such a symmetry is not Poisson-exact in the
second Poisson cohomology, then it yields deformations of classical Liouville-integrable
systems, preserving the property that the dynamics is Poisson. If the symmetry of a given
bracket is Poisson-exact, then its flow produces a family of diffeomorphisms – typically,
nonlinear – of the affine Poisson manifold under study. A construction of universal Poisson
1-cocycles ~X = O~r(γ)(~V ,P⊗
n−1
) from graph cocycles γ =
∑
a ca·γa with n vertices in each
term γa is introduced in [8] for homogeneous Poisson bi-vectors P = L~V (P) = [[
~V ,P ]].
(The domain of definition of O~r is of course larger than the homogeneous component
of unoriented graphs on n vertices and 2n − 2 edges, n ∈ N.) So far, one example of
its work, namely O~r : γ3 ∈ ker d 7→ Q1: 62 (P) ∈ ker ∂P , was known from the seminal
paper [16] in which the tetrahedral flow was introduced (cf. [19] and [2]). The pentagon-
wheel flow O~r(γ5)(P) has been obtained in [10] by solving the factorisation problem
[[P ,Q5(P)]] = ♦
(
P , [[P ,P ]]
)
with respect to the Leibniz graphs in ♦ and the Kontse-
vich bivector graphs in Q5 = O~r(γ5) on 6 internal vertices. The heptagon-wheel flow
Q7 = O~r(γ7) on 8 internal vertices is described in [5].
The algebraic formula of the orientation morphism amounts to a simple but extensive
calculation using Z/2Z-gradings, i.e. supermathematics. The morphism O~r determines
both the orgraph multiplicities and the signs of all the Kontsevich graphs Γ (which, we
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recall, are equipped with an ordering Left < Right at all their internal vertices v, such
that Γ
(
L < R
∣∣
v
)
= −Γ
(
R < L
∣∣
v
)
). Nevertheless, the algebraic formula is external with
respect to the (un)oriented graph complexes. We pose the question whether doing this
Z2-graded computation – involving thousands and millions of graphs – is the only way to
build each element of a known infinite sequence P˙ = Q2ℓ+1(P) of flows.
1
The aim of this note is to express the orientation morphism in geometric terms,
that is, by using combinatorial data which are intrinsic with respect to the (un)oriented
graphs γa equipped with edge orderings I ≺ II ≺ . . . in γa and wedge orderings Li < Ri
at vertices vi in O~r(γa), respectively. We let a cocycle γ =
∑
a ca ·γa ∈ ker d on n vertices
and with a given ordering I ≺ II ≺ III ≺ . . . of 2n − 2 edges in each graph γa be
the initial datum. The problem is to reveal the few rules of matching for the Kontsevich
oriented graphs: whenever a sign is fixed in front of just one Kontsevich graph which is
obtained by orienting a given graph γa in a cocycle γ = c1γ1 + . . . + cmγm ∈ ker d, the
signs in front of all admissible orientations of all the graphs in their linear combination γ
are then determined without calculation of O~r for each of them.
This paper contains three sections. For consistency, in section 1 we recall the algebraic
formula of the orientation morphism O~r for the Kontsevich graph complex; the approach is
operadic (cf. [17]). In section 2, we establish the main rule for the count of multiplicities
and signs of orgraphs. In the final section, we expand on the rule of signs purely in
terms of oriented Kontsevich graphs; to this end, we analyse their admissible types and
combinatorial properties of transitions between them.
1. The algebraic formula of graph orientation morphism O~r. Denote by Gra
the real vector space of (formal sums2 of) unoriented, – by default, connected – finite
graphs γ =
∑
a ca · γa equipped with wedge ordering of edges E(γa) = I ∧ II ∧ . . . in each
graph γa; by definition, put (γ, I ∧ II ∧ . . .) = −(γ, II ∧ I ∧ . . .), etc. The vertices of a
graph γa are not ordered; one is free to choose any labelling of these #Vert(γa) vertices
by using 1, . . ., n = #Vert(γa) because the assignment ℘i 7→ vσ(i) of an n-tuple ℘1, . . .,
℘n of multivectors, which form the ordered set of graded arguments for an endomorphism
defined in formula (1) below, will be provided by the entire permutation group Sn ∋ σ:
the ith multivector is placed into the vertex vσ(i).
A zero unoriented graph 0 is a graph which is equal to minus itself under an auto-
morphism (that induces a permutation of edges whose parity we thus inspect).
Example 1. The two-edge connected graph •−•−• is a zero graph because the flip, a
symmetry of this graph, swaps the edges which anticommute, I ∧ II = −II ∧ I, whence
the graph at hand equals minus its image under its own automorphism, i.e. minus itself.
1Willwacher showed in [21] that at every ℓ ∈ N, the (2ℓ + 1)-wheel graph marks a nontrivial
d-cocycle in the unoriented graph complex, and those are expected to yield – for generic Pois-
son structures P – nontrivial terms in the respective Poisson cohomology under the orientation
morphism. It remains an open problem to find a graph cocycle γ and Poisson bracket P on
an affine manifold Nd such that the respective Poisson cocycle O~r(γ)(P) is nontrivial. Iterated
commutators of the cocycles γ2ℓ+1 yield Poisson cocycles as well.
2For the sake of definition, we assume by default that all terms in each sum are homogeneous
w.r.t. the various gradings.
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The operadic insertion ◦i : (γ1, E(γ1))⊗ (γ2, E(γ2)) 7→ (γ1 ◦i γ2, E(γ1) ∧ E(γ2)) is the
Leibniz-rule sum of insertions of γ1 into vertices of γ2 such that every edge which was
incident to a vertex v in γ2 is redirected to vertices in γ1 in all possible ways according to
another Leibniz rule. The super Lie bracket [γ1, γ2] = γ1 ◦i γ2 − (−)
#E(γ1)·#E(γ2)γ2 ◦i γ1
on Gra yields the vertex-expanding differential d = [•−•, ·].
Denote by End
(
Tpoly(R
d)
)
the vector space of graded-symmetric endomorphisms
on the space of multivector fields on the space Rd (which we view here as an affine
manifold). In a full analogy with graphs (see [5]), one inserts a given endomorphism
into an argument slot of another endomorphism, proceeding over the slots consecu-
tively and taking the sum. The Richardson–Nijenhuis bracket [·, ·]RN is the graded sym-
metrisation (with respect to its multivector arguments) of the difference of insertions:
[π, ρ] = Sym
(
π ◦ ρ − (−)|π|·|ρ|ρ ◦ π
)
. The Schouten bracket πS(R,S) = (−)
|R|−1 [[R,S]]
of multivectors R, S is a graded symmetric endomorphism which satisfies the (shif-
ted-) graded Jacobi identity [πS , πS ]RN = 0; hence by the graded Jacobi identity for
the Richardson–Nijenhuis bracket (see [20]), the operation [πS , ·]RN is a differential.
For a given graph γ on n vertices and for an ordered n-tuple ℘ of multivectors ℘1,
. . ., ℘n, the morphism O~r : Gra→ End
(
Tpoly(R
d)
)
is encoded by the formula
O~r(γ)(℘1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ℘n) =
1
n!
∑
σ∈Sn
∏
eij∈E(γ)
~∆ij
(
℘1
∣∣
vσ(1)
· . . . · ℘n
∣∣
vσ(n)
)
, (1)
where, in the ordered product of edges, the first edge I ∈ E(γ) acts first and the last edge
acts last. For every edge eij connecting the vertices vi and vj in the graph γ, the edge
operator,
~∆ij =
dimRd∑
α=1
{
i
α
−→ j + i
α
←− j
}
=
dimRd∑
α=1
( ~∂
∂ξ
(i)
α
⊗
~∂
∂xα(j)
+
~∂
∂xα(i)
⊗
~∂
∂ξ
(j)
α
)
acts from left to right by the (graded-) derivations along the ordered sequence of multi-
vectors ℘1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ℘n, now placed by a permutation σ ∈ Sn into the respective vertices
vσ(1), . . ., vσ(n). In this way, the derivations in each edge operator ~∆ij reach the content
℘σ−1(i) and ℘σ−1(j) of the vertices vi and vj . Summarizing, the graph with an edge order-
ing (γ,E(γ)) is the set of topological data which determine all the portraits of couplings
within the n-tuple of multivectors: the above formula is referred to a d-tuple {xα} of
affine coordinates on Rd and the canonical conjugate d-tuple {ξα} of fibre coordinates
on the parity-odd cotangent bundle ΠT ∗Rd, so that the summation
∑dimRd
αij=1
gives the
coupling along the edge eij . (Clearly, one proceeds by linearity over sums of graphs γ and
over sums of multivectors ℘i at every i running from 1 to n.)
Lemma 1. Suppose that at most one – in the rest of this paper, none usually, still exactly
one only in Corollary 3 below and likewise in [8] – multivector ℘1, . . ., ℘#Vert(Z∈Gra) is
odd-graded, while all the rest are even-grading (so that all are permutable without signs
appearing). Then, for the sets of endomorphisms’ arguments restricted in this way, the
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morphism O~r in (1) is well defined on the space Gra, that is, its action gives
O~r (zero graph Z) =
= (0 ∈ R) · (nonzero oriented graphs) + (coeffs ∈ R) · (zero Kontsevich orgraphs).
Proof. By definition, a zero unoriented graph Z has a symmetry σ ∈ Aut(Z) which acts
by a parity-odd permutation σE on the wedge-ordered set E(Z) of its edges and by a
permutation σV on the set Vert(Z) of its vertices. The permutation of edges yields the
same parity-odd permutation σE of the edge operators ∆ij in their ordered product
~∆ =
∏
eij∈E(Z)
~∆ij . The permutation σV of the content of vertices does not yield any
signs because by our assumption, all the multivectors are pairwise permutable. Put n =
#Vert(Z). Acting by the symmetry σ of unoriented graph Z on the anticommuting edge
operators and on the multivectors ℘1, . . ., ℘n, which are assigned consecutively by all
the n! permutations τ ∈ Sn to the vertices of Z (and the ordered product of which is the
argument of ~∆), we obtain – for the isomorphic unoriented graph σ(Z) – the expression
∑
τ∈Sn
∏
eij∈E(Z)
σE(~∆ij)
( ∏
Vert(Z)
τ
(
σV (℘)
))
=
=
∑
τ∈Sn
∏
eij∈E(Z)
~∆σE(eij)
( ∏
Vert(Z)
τ
(
σV (℘)
))
=
∑
τ∈Sn
(
− ~∆)
(
+
∏
Vert(Z)
τ(℘)
)
.
This confirms that O~r(Z)(℘1, . . ., ℘n) is a differential polynomial (w.r.t. the components of
multivectors ℘i) which equals minus itself, hence it is identically zero. But this defining
property of the differential-polynomial expression means that the Kontsevich orgraph
that encodes the endomorphism O~r(Z) is a zero orgraph.
Proposition 2. Under the assumption – similar to the above in Lemma 1 – that all the
multivector arguments ℘i of the endomorphisms are in fact copies of a given Poisson
bi-vector P, the morphism O~r “respects the operadic insertions” by sending the super Lie
bracket of graphs to the Richardson–Nijenhuis bracket of endomorphisms:
O~r
(
[γ1, γ2]
)
=
[
O~r(γ1),O~r(γ2)
]
RN
,
where the right-hand side is graded symmetrised by construction.
In particular, O~r(•−•) = πS , i.e. the orientation morphism sends the edge to the
Schouten bracket, whence
O~r
(
d(γ)
)
=
[
πS ,O~r(γ)
]
RN
. (2)
This is standard (see Appendix A below and also [12, 16, 17] or [5]).
Corollary 3. Evaluating the endomorphisms in both sides of Lie superalgebra mor-
phism (2) at n+ 1 copies of a given Poisson bivector P satisfying [[P ,P ]] = 0 on Rd,
O~r
(
[•−•, γ]
)
(P , . . . ,P) = 2[[P ,O~r(γ)(P , . . . ,P)]]−
∑
i
O~r(γ)
(
P , . . . ,P , [[P ,P ]],︸ ︷︷ ︸
ith slot
P , . . . ,P
)
,
one obtains – for a cocycle γ on n vertices and 2n− 2 edges – an explicit solution of the
factorisation problem,
[[P ,O~r(γ)(P)]] = ♦
(
P , [[P ,P ]]
)
, (3)
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for the Poisson cocycles Q(P) = O~r(γ)(P) corresponding to [•−•, ·]-cocycles in the unori-
ented graph complex.
Otherwise speaking, the orientation morphism O~r sends d-cocycle graphs to ∂P -cocy-
cles (i.e. Poisson cocycles). Moreover, d-exact unoriented graphs γ = d(ζ) yield ∂P -co-
boundaries Q(P) = [[P ,X(P)]] with one-vectors X(P) = 2·O~r(ζ)(P) (modulo the improper
terms which, by definition, vanish on the entire Rd whenever a bivector P is Poisson).
Example 2. The factorisation operators ♦ in (3) for the tetrahedral flow P˙ = Q1: 62 (P) =
O~r(γ3)(P), pentagon-wheel flow O~r(γ5)(P), and for the heptagon-wheel flow O~r(γ7)(P)
have been presented in [2], [10], and [5], respectively.3
Proposition 4 (proved in App. A). For a given Poisson bi-vector P, the graph orien-
tation mapping,
O~r(·)(P) : ker d
∣∣
(n,2n−2)
∋ γ 7→ Q(P) ∈ ker∂P ,
is a Lie superalgebra morphism that takes the bracket of two cocycles in bi-grading (n, 2n−
2) to the commutator [ d
dε1
, d
dε2
](P) of two symmetries d
dεi
(P) = Qi(P).
4
2. Kontsevich orgraphs: The count of multiplicicities and signs. In this section
we derive the rule for calculation of orgraph multiplicities and matching the signs of
oriented Kontsevich graphs. This defining property completely determines the evalua-
tion O~r(γ)(P) of the orientation morphism for cocycles γ ∈ ker d at (tuples of) Poisson
bivectors P .
Convention. In the sequel, for a given graph γa in a cocycle
∑
a ca · γa = γ ∈ ker d,
sums are taken over the big set of 2#E(γa) of ways to orient edges of γa by using the
operator ~∆.
Not every such way to orient edges would yield a Kontsevich orgraph built of n wedges
(hence, having n internal vertices, 2n arrow edges formed by 2n− 2 old edges of γa and 2
new edges S0, S1 to the new sink vertices 0, 1 with their content f , g). But the Kontsevich
orgraphs are selected automatically whenever a copy of bi-vector P = 12P
ij(x) ξiξj is
placed in each internal vertex of every orgraph, so that every vertex of γa is the arrowtail
for exactly two oriented edges.
Convention. Every Kontsevich orgraph on n internal vertices and 2n edges is encoded
by the ordered (using an arbitrary fixed labelling of internal vertices) list of ordered
(w.r.t. Left < Right at a vertex) pairs of target vertices for the respective outgoing edges.
Definition 1. AKontsevich orgraph (built of wedges) is a Λ-shaped orgraph if one vertex
is the arrowtail of both edges directed to the sinks. Otherwise, a Kontsevich orgraph – in
3Let us emphasize that such operators are in general not unique. For instance, there are
known solutions ♦ besides the subtrahend in the right-hand side of (2). E.g., the operator ♦
in (3) for the orgraph sum O~r(γ5)(P) is different from the factorisation found in [10]. Likewise,
two linearly independent solutions of (3) for the tetrahedral flow O~r(γ3)(P) are built in [2].
4By Brown [3], the commutator does in general – for a generic Poisson structure P – not
vanish for Willwacher’s odd-sided wheel cocycles.
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which the edges to sinks are issued from different vertices – is called a Π-shaped orgraph
(see Fig. 1).
(a)
✲
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴ ❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
❄
◗
◗
◗
◗s
✑
✑
✑
✑✰
❙
❙
❙✇
✓
✓
✓✴
3 4
2
0 1
5
I II
III
IV
V VI
S0 S1
−3·
(b)
✲
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴ ❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
❄
✑
✑
✑
✑✰◗
◗
◗
◗❦
❄
❄
3 4
2
0
1
5
I II
III
IV
V VI
S0
S1
−3·
(c)
✲✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✼
❄
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
✑
✑
✑
✑✰◗
◗
◗
◗❦
❄
❄
3 4
2
0
1
5
I II
III
IV
V VI
S0
S1
.
Fig. 1. The right-hand side Q1: 6
2
of the tetrahedral flow is encoded by the Λ-shaped and two
Π-shaped orgraphs; the edge ordering in the wedges is (4), cf. Example 4 below.
Example 3. In the tetrahedral flow
Q1: 62 = 1 · (0, 1; 2, 4; 2, 5; 2, 3)− 3 · (0, 3; 1, 4; 2, 5; 2, 3+ 0, 3; 4, 5; 1, 2; 2, 4), (4)
the Λ-shaped orgraph and the Π-shaped orgraph, skew-symmetrised over its sinks, occur
in proportion 8 : 24 = 1 : 3 (see [2] and [19]).5
Remark 1. Each encoding of a way to orient a graph γa to a Kontsevich orgraph on 2n
edges yields a permutation of the ordered set E(γa)∧S0 ∧S1 = +S0 ∧S1 ∧E(γa) of these
edges. Namely, the permutation is encoded by the ordered (using any given labelling of
internal vertices) list of ordered (w.r.t. Left < Right at a vertex) pairs of outgoing edges.
Convention. We let the default, occurring with ‘+’ sign, ordering of oriented edges in
a Kontsevich orgraph under study be S0 ≺ S1 ≺ E(γa) = S0 ≺ S1 ≺ I ≺ II ≺ · · · .
Example 4. The tetrahedral graph flow is
Q1: 62 = (+1) ·
(
0 1
S0 S1
2 4
I IV
2 5
II V I
2 3
III V
)
− 3 ·
[(
0 3
S0 I
1 4
S1 IV
2 5
II V I
2 3
III V
)
+
(
0 3
S0 I
4 5
IV V
1 2
S1 II
2 4
III V I
)]
.
The parity sign of edge permutation in the Λ-shaped graph is (−)4 = (+), here we count
the transpositions w.r.t. S0 ≺ S1 ≺ I ≺ . . . ≺ V I; the permutations of edges in the
second and third, Π-shaped graphs are parity-odd: (−)5 = (−) = (−)7, respectively.
Using the set of all the 2#E(γa) orientations of edges in a single graph (γa, E(γa)) from
a cocycle γ, select all topologically isomorphic Kontsevich orgraphs.
Theorem 5. Every orgraph Γ, isomorphic to a Kontsevich orgraph Γ0, acquires under (1)
the sign
sign(Γ) = (−)σE · sign(Γ0), (5)
5We verify in App. B that the third graph is equal to minus the second term with edges
S0 ⇄ S1 interchanged.
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where the permutation σE : Edge(Γ) ≃ Edge(Γ0) of oriented edges is induced by the
orgraph isomorphism σ : Γ ≃ Γ0.
This is the rule for the count of orgraph multiplicities and signs. For instance, the
multiplicity +8 of the first Kontsevich orgraph in the tetrahedral flow (cf. [16, 19] and [2])
is obtained in Example 5 at the end of this section. Examples illustrating how rule (5)
works in the various counts of signs will be given in section 3 (see p. 11 below, as well as
Example 4 earlier in this section).6
Proof. Represent the αth copy of Poisson bi-vector P(α) using ξp(α)ξq(α) ·
1
2P
p(α) q(α)
(α) (x),
here 1 6 α 6 n, and collect the set of parity-even pairs (ξξ)α to the left of the product
of bivector coefficients. The edge orienting operator ~∆ acts from the left on the string
(ξξ)1 · . . . · (ξξ)n; the topology of unoriented graph γa and the choice of ~∂/∂x
ν
(i)⊗
~∂/∂ξ
(j)
ν
versus ~∂/∂xν(j)⊗
~∂/∂ξ
(i)
ν at each pair (ij) specify the nth degree differential monomial in
coefficients P
p(α) q(α)
(α) . (Note that the index ν for every edge eij is a summation index.)
Under the orgraph isomorphism σ, which unshuffles the vertex pairs (ξξ)α by an
even-parity permutation of the letters ξ, the parity-odd edge operators ∆ij and the two
new edges S0, S1 are permuted by σE . This permutation of edges corresponds to a
permutation of the parity-odd letters ξ that indicate the tails of those edges. Therefore,
the two Kontsevich orgraph encodings differ by the sign factor (+) · (−)σE = (−)σE .
Corollary 6. A skew-symmetry w.r.t. the sinks is guaranteed for bi-vector orgraphs.
Indeed, for orgraphs with swapped new edges S0 and S1 issued to the sinks f , g from some
vertex (or two distinct vertices) of γa, the sign of transposition S0 ⇄ S1 balances the two
types of orgraphs: with S0 to f and S1 to g against orgraphs with the edge S1 now issued
to g from the old source of S0, and the new edge S0 issued to f from the old source of
the old edge S1.
Lemma 7. The sign of edge permutation in (5) trivializes the contribution from any zero
unoriented graph Z to the sum over all possible ways to orient its edges.
Proof. Run over the entire sum of 2#E(Z) ways to orient edges in a zero graph Z, and select
all admissible not identically zero differential monomials similar to a given one, i.e. pick
all Kontsevich orgraphs Γ isomorphic to a given one (denote it by Γ0). Each isomorphism
Γ ≃ Γ0 represents an element of the automorphism group Aut(Z). By the definition of
zero unoriented graph, the subgroup H E S2n−2 of unoriented edge permutations – under
the action of the group Aut(Z) – contains at least one parity-odd element σE . Therefore,
the numbers of parity-even and parity-odd elements inH coincide. This implies that these
#Aut(Z) elements cancel in disjoint pairs, so that the contribution of each topological
profile in O~r(Z)(P , . . ., P) comes with zero coefficient.
Remark 2. The wedge orderings Left < Right of outgoing edges at internal vertices of
the Kontsevich orgraphs under study play no role in the count of multiplicities and signs !
6The secret confined in Theorem 5 is that the calculation of edge permutation parities is in
fact redundant for finding the signs in front of the Kontsevich orgraphs; this will be seen in the
next section.
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Example 5. Indeed, were the Left < Right oriented edge orderings contributing with
a ‘−’ sign factor per vertex whenever Right ≺ Left in the edge ordering S0 ≺ S1 ≺
I ≺ II ≺ . . ., the Λ-shaped graph of differential orders (3, 1, 1, 1) in the tetrahedral flow
O~r(γ3)(P) would accumulate the wrong coefficient 4 − 4 = 0 instead of the true value
4 + 4 = 8 in the balance 8 : 24 for the linear combination Q1: 62 (P) of the Kontsevich
graphs (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). For instance, Ia ≃ V h and IV a ≃ Ih so that in the
{a}
✲
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴ ❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
❄
◗
◗
◗
◗s
✑
✑
✑
✑✰
❙
❙
❙✇
✓
✓
✓✴
2 3
1
4
f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
S0 S1
{b}
✛✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✼❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
❄
◗
◗
◗
◗s
✑
✑
✑
✑✰
❙
❙
❙✇
✓
✓
✓✴f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
S0 S1
{c}
◗
◗
◗
◗s✑
✑
✑
✑✸
✻
✲
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
✄
✄
✄✎
❈
❈
❈❲
f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
{d}
◗
◗
◗
◗❦
✑
✑
✑
✑✸
❄
✲✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✼❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
✄
✄
✄✎
❈
❈
❈❲
f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
{e}
◗
◗
◗
◗❦
✑
✑
✑
✑✸
❄
✛
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴ ❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
✄
✄
✄✎
❈
❈
❈❲
f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
{f}
◗
◗
◗
◗❦ ✑✑
✑
✑✰
✻
✛
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙✇
✄
✄
✄✎
❈
❈
❈❲
f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
{g}
◗
◗
◗
◗❦ ✑✑
✑
✑✰
✻
✲✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✼
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
❈
❈
❈❖
✄
✄
✄✗f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
{h}
◗
◗
◗
◗s✑
✑
✑
✑✸
✻
✛✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✼
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
❈
❈
❈❖
✄
✄
✄✗f g
I II
III
IV
V VI
Fig. 2. The eight Λ-shaped ways to orient the tetrahedron: {a} ÷ {h} yield +8.
orgraph {a}, Ia < IV a, but under the orgraph isomorphism {a} ≃ {h}, one obtains the
inversion V h < Ih at a vertex.7
7The full list of inversions is this: {c} V > V I , I > IV ; {d} I > II , III > V I ; {e} III > V ;
{f} II > IV ; {g} IV > V , II > V I , I > III ; {h} I > V , II > III , IV > V I .
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Table 1. Permutations of six edges I , . . ., V I in the Λ-shaped orientations of the tetrahedron.
(−)σE #(L > R) (−)#(L>R)
{a} I II III IV V VI + 0 +
{b} I III II V IV VI + 0 +
{c} II VI IV III I V + 2 +
{d} II IV VI I III V + 2 +
{e} IV I V II VI III + 1 −
{f} I V IV III II VI + 1 −
{g} V VI III IV I II + 3 −
{h} V III VI I IV II + 3 −
3. The rule of signs in terms of Kontsevich orgraphs. In this section we derive two
rules which allow the matching of signs in front of Kontsevich’s orgraphs by simply looking
at these graphs (or their encodings), so that no calculation of parities for permutations
of all the edges is needed. The first rule is specific to Π-shaped orgraphs. The second rule
describes the sign factors which are gained in the course of transitions Π ⇄ Π, Λ ⇄ Π,
and Λ ⇄ Λ between the orgraphs of respective shapes, as long as they are taken from
the set of all admissible ways to orient a given graph γa in a cocycle γ =
∑
a ca · γa. The
work of both rules is illustrated using the tetrahedral and pentagon-wheel cocycle flows
O~r(γ3)(P) and O~r(γ5)(P) from [2] and [10], respectively.
Rule 1. A Π-shaped orgraph with ordered edge pairs (S0, A)(S1, B) · · · issued from two
distinct vertices acquires under (1) the extra sign factor (−), compared with a graph with
the ordered edge pairs (S0, B)(S1, A) · · · , if A ≺ B in the edge ordering E(γa) of a graph
to orient.
Proof. Indeed, S0∧S1∧A∧B = −S0∧A∧S1∧B = (−)
2S0∧B∧S1∧A = +S1∧A∧S0∧B.
Example 6. Both Π-shaped graphs in the tetrahedral flow (see its encoding in Example 4
in section 2) do acquire a sign factor by Rule 1.
Definition 2. The body of a Kontsevich orgraph which is obtained by orienting γa in
a cocycle γ is the set of oriented edges inherited from γa, i.e. excluding the new edges Si
to the sinks.
Rule 2. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two topologically nonisomorphic orgraphs which are obtained
by orienting the same graph γa in a cocycle γ.
8
Π⇄ Π If both the orgraphs are Π-shaped, then the sign in front of (the multiplicity of)
the orgraph Γ2 is determined from such sign given by (1) for Γ1 by now using the
formula
sign(Γ2) = (−)
#{ reverses of arrows in the body as Γ1 → Γ2} · sign(Γ1). (6)
8For instance, such obviously are all the terms in the Kontsevich flow O~r(γ3)(P) where the
tetrahedron γ3 ∈ ker d is oriented, or the orgraphs which one obtains by orienting the pentagon
wheel and the prism graph in the Kontsevich–Willwacher cocycle γ5, cf. [9, 10].
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Λ⇄ Π Transitions Λ ⇄ Π yield the product of sign factors (−) × formula (6), i.e. the
extra (−) is universal, distinguishing between the shapes.
Λ⇄ Λ Same-shape transitions Λ⇄ Λ acquire only the sign factor (6).
In other words, the transition Λ⇄ Π signals the sign factor (−), and the number of body
arrow reversals contributes in all cases.
Proof. Case Π⇄ Π. For the sake of clarity, assume at once that the edge operators ~∆ij
corresponding to the edges whose orientation is not reversed have already acted on the
argument of two operators ~∆ corresponding to the two graphs, Γ1 and Γ2. There remain
κ edge operators acting on the product of κ + 2 comultiples ξ · · · ξ times an even factor
formed by the coefficients P pq(α)(x) of bi-vector copies.
Consider the righmost operator ~∆ij from what remains; it is the sum ~∂/∂ξ
old
tail ⊗
~∂/∂xoldhead and
~∂/∂ξoldhead ⊗
~∂/∂xoldtail =
~∂/∂ξnewtail ⊗
~∂/∂xnewhead. Because the derivatives
~∂/∂x
have even parity, we focus on the choice of superderivation to orient the edge (resp., fix
and then reverse its orientation). In the ordered string ξ · · · ξ, let us bring next to each
other the symbols ξi and ξj from the copies P(i) and P(j) contained in the ith and jth
vertices. It is obvious that the action by ~∂/∂ξ on one such comultiple instead of the other
creates the sign factor (−). Doing this κ times counts the number of arrow reversions in
the body of Π-shaped orgraph, whence (−)κ.
Case Λ ⇄ Π. To avoid an agglomeration of symbols, we omit the letters ξ and display
their subscripts, thus indicating either which body edge it is (say A or B, A ≺ B) or where
it goes to (S0 := F to the argument f in the sink 0 and S1 := G to the argument g in the
sink 1). Remember that the edge letters A, B, F , and G are parity-odd by construction.
Without loss of generality, let us assume that in the string of 2n comultiples the four
rightmost are,
for the Λ-shaped orgraph: AB F G,
for the Π-shaped orgraph: A F B G.
We see that (AB) (F G) = −(AF ) (BG), whence we obtain the sought-for universal sign
factor (−) for any transitions between the different shapes Λ⇄ Π (see Examples 7 and 8
in what follows). Now, the count of body edge reversals goes exactly as before.
Case Λ ⇄ Λ. There remains almost nothing to prove: in the above notation, we have
that AB F G = F G AB, hence no extra sign factor is produced when the wedge of two
edges directed to sinks is transported from one internal vertex to another.9
9This will presently be illustrated in Example 9 by using topologically nonisomorphic Λ-
shaped orgraphs in the set of admissible orientations of the pentagon wheel in the Kontsevich–
Willwacher cocycle γ5.
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Example 7. Consider the r.-h.s. Q1: 62 = O~r(γ3)(P) of the Kontsevich tetrahedral flow,
Q1: 62 = (+1) ·
(
0 1
S0 S1
2 4
I IV
2 5
II V I
2 3
III V
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ-shaped
− 3 ·
[(
0 3
S0 I
1 4
S1 IV
2 5
II V I
2 3
III V
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
minuend
+
(
0 3
S0 I
4 5
IV V
1 2
S1 II
2 4
III V I
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
subtrahend
]
.
Using Rules 1 and 2, let us show why the sign which relates the Λ-shaped orgraph to
the skew-symmetrisation of Π-shaped orgraph is equal to (−); the count of multiplicities,
8 : 24 = 1 : 3, is standard.10
• In the minuend, which is a Π-shaped orgraph, Rule 1 contributes – for the edge
pairs (S0 I) (S1 IV ) · · · – with the first factor (−).
• In the course of transition Λ⇄ Π to the minuend, one arrow in the body of orgraph
is reversed (namely, it is the edge I bridging the edges S0 and S1 issued from the
vertices 2 and 3), whence another minus sign, (−) = (−)1.
• The transition Λ⇄ Π itself contributes with a universal sign (−), see Rule 2 again.
In total, we accumulate the sign factor (−) · (−) · (−) = (−), which indeed is the sign
that relates the skew-symmetric orgraphs in the flow P˙ = O~r(γ3)(P).
Example 8. Consider two Λ-shaped terms and a Π-shaped term – in Fig. 3 – from the
{a}
r
r
r
r r
❄q ✮
✣ ❪
⑥
❂
◆
✲
✍
r
3
4
5
6 7
2
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
❇❇▼✂✂✍
0 1
{b}
r
r
r
r r
❄q ✶
✢
❪
⑥
❂
◆
✛
✌
r
5
6
7
2
3
4
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
✂✂✌❇❇◆0 1
{c}
r
r
r
r r
✻
q ✮
✢
❪
⑦❂
◆
✲
✌
r
7
5
6
2
3
4
III
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
❄ ❄0 1
Fig. 3. Several Λ-shaped and Π-shaped terms from the result O~r(γ5) of orienting to Kontsevich
orgraphs the pentagon wheel graph in the cocycle γ5.
right-hand side Q5 = O~r(γ5)(P) of the flow determined by the Kontsevich–Willwacher
10The admissible Λ-shaped orientations of the tetrahedron are obtained by attaching the
wedge S0S1 to one of the four vertices and orienting the opposite face using one of two admissible
ways, so that 4 · 2 = 8. The Π-shaped Kontsevich graphs are obtained by selecting an edge from
six of them, directing it in one of the two ways, and orienting the opposite edge also in one of
two ways, whence 6 · 2 · 2 = 24.
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pentagon-wheel cocycle γ5 ∈ ker d (see [5, 10] and [9]):
Q5 = (+2) ·
(
0 1
S0 S1
2 4
V I I
2 5
V II II
2 6
V III III
2 7
IX IV
2 3
X V
)
+
+ 10 ·
(
0 1
S0 S1
2 4
IV X
2 5
IX V I
3 6
V I
4 7
V II II
2 4
III V III
)
+
+ 10 ·
(
0 3
S0 IV
1 4
S1 X
2 5
IX V II
6 7
II I
2 4
III V III
3 4
V V I
)
+ · · · .
The first and second graphs, which we denote by {a} and {b}, are Λ-shaped whereas the
third graph {c} is Π-shaped; there are 167 terms in Q5, of which some are grouped in
pairs so that there are 91 bi-vector terms in total: of them, 15 orgraphs are Λ-shaped and
the rest, Π-shaped, undergo the skew-symmetrisation.
The transition {a} 7−→ {c} employs the following sign matching factors:11
• Rule 1 for {c} having (S0 IV ) (S1 X) · · · contributes with (−).
• The number of arrow reversals in the body of orgraph in the course of tran-
sition {a} 7−→ {c} equals 4 (specifically, these are edges I, V , V II, and IX),
whence (−)4 = (+) by Rule 2.
• The transition Λ⇄ Π between different shapes yields the universal sign factor (−).
In total, we have that for {a} 7−→ {c}, the overall sign is (−) · (+) · (−) = (+).
Counting the parity of three permutations of the edges S0 ≺ S1 ≺ I ≺ . . . ≺ X in the
graphs {a}, {b}, {c} is left as an exercise,12 cf. (5).
Example 9. The same-shape Λ ⇄ Λ-transition {a} ⇄ {b} in the pentagon-wheel
flow Q5 = O~r(γ5)(P), see previous example, amounts to the reversal of four arrows
in the body of orgraph (specifically, the edges IV {b} = 2-3, V {b} = 3-5, V I{b} = 4-5, and
IX{b} = 2-4). Rule 2 tells us at once that the orgraph multiplicities, 2 for {a} and 10
for {b}, are taken with equal signs (here, +2 : +10).
Rules 1 and 2 completely determine the signs of all Kontsevich orgraphs (counted
with their multiplicities) as long as they are obtained by orienting a given graph γa in a
cocycle γ =
∑
a ca · γa.
Finally, let γa and γb be topologically nonisomorphic unoriented graphs in a cocy-
cle γ ∈ ker d such that the differentials d(γa) and d(γb) have a least one nonzero unori-
ented graph in common.
Rule 3. The matching of signs for – clearly, topologically nonisomorphic – Kontsevich
orgraphs which appear under (1) in the course of orienting different terms, γa and γb,
in a cocycle γ =
∑
s cs · γs ∈ ker d is provided by the cocycle itself, that is, by the
coefficients cs and respective edge orderings E(γa) and E(γb).
The signs in front of encodings of all the Kontsevich orgraphs are thus determined
for the linear combination O~r(γ)(P). Now, in each orgraph (and – independently from
other orgraphs), one can swap, at a price of the minus sign factor, the Left and Right
11This example of transition between orgraphs, {a}⇄ {c} as well as {b}⇄ {c}, is instructive
also in that the number of inversions, i.e. outgoing edge pairs Left < Right such that Left ≻
Right, does change parity in the course of {a}, {b} ⇄ {c} (specifically, from 5 and 3 to 2) but
does not contribute to the signs in front of the orgraph multiplicities.
12The respective numbers of elementary transpositions are 10, 24, and 26.
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outgoing edges issued from any vertex. For example, this is done during the normalisation
of encodings, when an orgraph, given in terms of n pairs of n+2 target vertices, is realised
by using a minimal base-(n+ 2) positive number.13
Definition 3. An inversion is a situation where, at a vertex of a Kontsevich orgraph,
Left ≻ Right in the overall edge ordering S0 ≺ S1 ≺ I ≺ II ≺ · · · .
Rule 4. For any Kontsevich orgraph Γ obtained from Γ0 by relabelling vertices and
possibly, for some of the internal vertices, swapping the consecutive order of two edges
issued from any such vertex, we have
sign(Γ) =
(−)#inversions (Γ)
(−)#inversions (Γ0)
· sign(Γ0).
Indeed, permutations of vertices induce parity-even permutations in the ordered string
of edges, whereas each elementary transposition –within a pair of edges referred to a
specific vertex – is parity-odd.
Remark 3. Apart from the ∂P -nontrivial linear scaling P˙ = P , the only ∂P -(non)trivi-
al, nonlinear and proper (6≡ 0) flows P˙ = Q(P) on spaces of Poisson structures which
are known so far (cf. [13]) are only those Q = O~r(γ) which are obtained by orienting
d-cocycles, that is, graphs γ ∈ ker d without multiple edges. In consequence, none of the
known orgraphs Q(P) contains any two-cycles • ⇄ •. All the more surprising it is that
orgraphs which do contain such two-cycles are dominant at the order ~4 in the expansion
of Kontsevich ⋆-product (presumably, so they are at higher orders of the parameter ~),
see [6] and [11, 18].
It would also be interesting to apply the technique of infinitesimal deformations,
P˙ = O~r(γ)(P), of Poisson structures P by using graph complex cocycles γ and the
orientation morphism O~r, and the technique of formal deformations P 7−→ P [~] of Poisson
structures by using the noncommutative ⋆-product (see [16, 18] and [11]) to deformations
and deformation quantisation of minimal surfaces which are specified by the Schild action
functional [1].
A. The proof of Proposition 4. The Lie bracket of unoriented graphs
(
γ1, E(γ1)
)
and
(
γ2, E(γ2)
)
on ni vertices and 2ni − 2 edges in each term is, effectively,(
γ1 ~◦ γ2 − γ1 ~◦ γ2, E(γ1) ∧ E(γ2)
)
.
The commutator
[
~d/dε1, ~d/dε2
]
(P) of the flows d
dεi
(P) = Qi(P) = O~r(γi)
(
P⊗
ni
)
amo-
unts to the consecutive insertions of the bi-vector Qi(P) instead of a copy of the bi-
vector P in one vertex of the orgraph Q2−i. The claim is that[
O~r(γ1)
(
P⊗
n1)
,O~r(γ2)
(
P⊗
n2 )]
flows
= O~r
(
[γ1, γ2]graphs
)(
P⊗
n1+n2−1)
. (7)
13The normalisation of orgraph encodings, which can be performed independently for different
graphs, can actually make it harder to count the number of arrow reverses in the course of
transitions which are controlled by Rule 2.
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Let us show that the minuend in the left-hand side is equal to the minuend in the
right-hand side, and the same for the subtrahends.
The left-hand side. The two orgraphs γi are oriented independently from each
other. The resulting orgraphs are built of wedges (such that the body edges get ori-
ented in all admissible ways). Every such Kontsevich orgraph either is automatically
skew-symmetric w.r.t. the content f , g of sinks (i.e. with respect to the ordered pair of
arguments of this bi-vector) or it is skew-symmetrised by the mechanism which already
worked in Corollary 6. Namely, the difference of orgraphs with the identical labelling of
ordered edges, S0 ≺ S1 ≺ E(γ) or E(γ) ≺ S0 ≺ S1, but with the content of the two sinks
✓
✒
✏
✑
r r
❄ ❄
γ
S0 S1
f g
−
✓
✒
✏
✑
r r
❄ ❄
γ
S0 S1
g f
=
✓
✒
✏
✑
r r
❄ ❄
γ
S0 S1
f g
+
✓
✒
✏
✑
r r
❅
❅
❅❅❘
 
 
  ✠
γ
S0 S1
f g
swapped is equal to the sum of orgraphs with the identical labelling of the body edges
but with the tails of the arrows S0 (heading to f) and S1 (heading to g) swapped.
The right-hand side: minuend. Summing over vertices and attachments, we re-
place a vertex v0 in the “victim” graph γ2 by the graph γ1 on n1 vertices and 2n1 − 2
edges. In the graph γ2, the edges which were incident to the blown-up vertex v0 are now
attached – in all possible ways – to some vertices of the inserted graph γ1. Note that if
two such edges, vu and v′u now connect two distinct vertices, v and v′, of the victim
graph γ2 with the same vertex u of the graph γ1, then one of the two edges precedes the
other with respect to the old edge ordering in the victim graph. Likewise, if two such
edges, vv0 and v
′v0 (for which the ordering was defined), now connect by vu and v
′u′ two
distinct vertices, v and v′, in the victim graph γ2 with two distinct vertices, u and u
′ in
the graph γ1, then the insertion γ1~◦γ2 contains another graph in which the only difference
from the above is that the two edges vv0 and v
′v0 become vu
′ and v′u (but all the other
edges v0w in the body of the victim graph γ2 are attached to vertices of the graph γ1 in
the same way as they are in the former case).
In every term of the graph γ1 ~◦ γ2, consider the subgraph γ1; it remains intact in
the course of insertion ~◦. When the big graph γ1 ~◦ γ2 is oriented by O~r(·)(P), so is the
subgraph γ1. There were 2n1−2 edges in the (body of the) graph γ1; none of these edges,
still between two vertices of the (sub)graph γ1, can be oriented using any wedge issued
from a vertex of the outer graph γ2. This implies that exactly 2n1 − 2 arrows belonging
to the n1 bi-vector wedges are spent on orienting the body of the subgraph γ1 in the
big graph γ1 ~◦ γ2. Only two arrows leave the subgraph γ1: they head either to one or
two sinks of the orgraph O~r(γ1 ~◦ γ2) or to a vertex
14 or two vertices in the rest of the
victim graph γ2, i.e. excluding the blown-up vertex v0. All the other edges which were of
14It cannot be that two arrows, −→uv and
−→
u′v, from the subgraph γ1 head towards the same
vertex v in the victim graph γ2 because, with regards to the old topology of γ2 in which a
vertex v0 will be replaced by the graph γ1, this would mean a double edge v0v, hence γ2 was a
zero graph.
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the form v0v in the graph γ2 now become arrows
−→vu heading towards vertices u of the
subgraph γ1 in the big graph γ1 ~◦ γ2.
To establish the equality of the minuend in the left-hand side of (7) to the minuend
in the right-hand side of that formula, it remains to recall that by construction, all body
edges of the graph γ2 antecede those of γ1 (and vice versa: body edges of the graph γ1
precede those of the graph γ2), so that now, the ordering S
(1)
0 ≺ S
(1)
1 of the arrows which
are issued to the arguments of the bi-vector Q1(P) = O~r(γ1)(P) is always dictated by
the ordering E(γ2) ∧ S
(2)
0 ∧ S
(2)
1 of two edges from the (or)graph O~r(γ2).
The subtrahends in which the graph γ2 is inserted into some vertex of the graph γ1
are processed in an analogous way. The proof is complete.
B. The tetrahedron: its Π-shaped orientation skew-symmetrized. The edge or-
derings E(c) =
(
S0∧S1∧ I ∧ . . .∧V I
)(c)
and E(b) =
(
S0∧S1∧ I ∧ . . .∧V I
)(b)
are related
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III V
S1
S0
≃
(b)
✲
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓✴
❄
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙♦
✑
✑
✑
✑✰◗
◗
◗
◗❦
❄
❄
0
1
I II
III
IV
VI V
S0
S1
by the equalities S
(c)
0 = S
(b)
1 , S
(c)
1 = S
(b)
0 , I
(c) = IV (b), II(c) = I(b), III(c) = V (b),
IV (c) = II(b), V (c) = V I(b), and V I(c) = III(b), whence one easily verifies that
E(c) = −(−)6 E(b),
the leading minus coming from the relabelling S0 ⇄ S1 and the rest from the permu-
tation of body edges. We conclude that the arithmetic sum of two Kontsevich orgraphs
(b–c) in Fig. 1 on p. 7 is the skew-symmetrisation of the Π-shaped orientation of the
tetrahedron γ3 by using arrow wedges.
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